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ABSTRACT

Correlations between operational risk loss severity, frequency and economic factors
have been used as a de facto tool to assess economic and regulatory capital since
1990. We demonstrate, using data from a single retail bank, that such correlations do
not apply universally, and that projections of capital requirements are subject to wide
error margins. Some correlations can be explained in terms of data trends. Given
worldwide regulatory requirements to assess the resilience of financial institutions
to economic shocks, an alternative to using correlations that makes use of economic
data is proposed. The proposal is consistent with a much broader interpretation of
capital allocation than has applied to date. Evidence that the Covid-19 pandemic
had minimal effect on operational risk losses in 2020 is presented and the effect of
model risk is emphasized. Our results show that the existence or otherwise of signif-
icant correlations depends on the regression model used, whether data series show
trends, the time window concerned, geographical location and the type of financial
institution.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The need for banks to be resilient to adverse change due to economic circumstances
has been a principle, and indeed a regulatory requirement, for many years. As a
result, stress testing has become a routine component of banking operations. The
principles involved are specified in central bank publications such as Bank of Eng-
land (2019b), European Banking Authority (2019) and Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System (2019).

Those references concentrate on the principles of stressing credit, market and oper-
ational risk losses with respect to changes in economic factors such as gross domestic
product (GDP), employment and interest rates. However, very little is said about pre-
cise methodologies for doing so. For many years there has been an assumption that
operational risk losses are correlated with economic factors. This is explicit in the
case of the US stress test for evaluating capital adequacy. We demonstrate, using
our own evidence and evidence from previous research, that it is not safe to rely on
correlations between economic factors and operational risk losses. Conceptually, our
view of stress testing is therefore much wider than the view demanded by current
regulations. We summarize it in Box 1.

Associations between operational risk losses and economic factors tend to refer to
loss severity rather than loss frequency. Often the term “severity” is not explicit. In
this paper we concentrate on severity because it is what determines total loss. Fre-
quency associations are mentioned briefly because of their importance in assessing
risk mitigation.

1.1 The effect of model risk

Many regression models are available (linear, nonlinear, parametric, etc), and we
emphasize the effect of particular regression models in the sections that follow. The
results depend heavily on which model is used. Therefore, this topic is very subject
to model risk. Other influential modeling factors are the time windows concerned
and whether data series show trends.

1.2 The structure of this paper

Section 2 reviews prior research on correlation between operational risk losses and
economic factors. The methodology used to analyze the relationship between eco-
nomic factors and operational risk is introduced in Section 3. Numerical results are
then presented in Section 4. A proposal is then made in Section 5 to develop a stress
testing process that does not rely on correlations. The implications are evaluated in
Section 6.
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Correlations in operational risk stress testing 3

BOX 1 Additional stress testing requirements in this paper.

There is a need to retain sufficient capital to withstand shocks to the banking system. The
capital calculation should be done in a statistically sound way that does not make undue
assumptions. The amount of regulatory capital retained should be geared to the degree
of stress. In principle, any operational risk capital generated can be used to mitigate credit
or market risk losses, if required.

1.3 Nomenclature

Throughout this paper, the following terms are used.

� “Capital” refers to regulatory capital as specified in the internal capital ade-
quacy assessment process.

� The seven Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) risk classes we
use are

(1) internal fraud (IF);

(2) external fraud (EF);

(3) employment practices and workplace safety (EPWS);

(4) clients, products and business practices (CPBP);

(5) damage to physical assets (DPA);

(6) business disruption and systems failures (BDSF); and

(7) execution, delivery, and process management (EDPM).

� “All” denotes a risk class that aggregates all BCBS risk classes.

� “Non-CPBP” is a risk class that aggregates all BCBS risk classes except CPBP.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review comprises two parts. The first part is a summary of regula-
tor and other guidance on stress testing. The second part deals with the correlation
of operational risk (OpRisk) losses with economic factors, and it is prompted by
economic data supplied by the Financial Conduct Authority (the UK regulator).

2.1 Stress testing requirements

The background to the current stress testing environment is that regulatory authorities
want to be assured of the resilience of the banking system to an economic downturn.

www.risk.net/journals Journal of Operational Risk



4 P. Mitic

The following quote is from the introduction to the Bank of England’s (2019b) stress
test guidance (in particular, the terms “forward-looking” and “quantitative” in the
quote are important for the analysis given in the present paper):

The main purpose of the stress-testing framework is to provide a forward-looking,
quantitative assessment of the capital adequacy of the UK banking system as a
whole, and individual institutions within it.

For the United Kingdom, the Bank of England (BoE) provides stress test documen-
tation that gives the background for the most recently completed UK stress test (see,
for example, the documentation for the 2018 and 2019 stress tests (Bank of England
2018, 2019b)). The same principle applies to the European Union (EU) stress test,
governed by the European Central Bank (ECB) (see, for example, European Banking
Authority 2019). The main documentation should state the principal economic fac-
tors that should be used for such assessments, outline baseline and stressed scenarios
and provide a general introduction to the use of capital buffers as a means of mitigat-
ing economic stress. The principal economic factors listed are GDP, residential prop-
erty prices, commercial real estate prices, the unemployment rate, foreign exchange
rates and interest rates. There is an assumption that these factors should affect bank
activity in general, but there is no specific mention of any relationship with OpRisk
losses. The point is rather to ensure that the capital position is such that a bank can
withstand an economic shock. The effect of economic factors should therefore be
seen in the context of significant factors that contribute to the Tier 1 capital buffer
(which, in effect, represents risk-weighted assets). Although OpRisk losses con-
tribute to the value of risk-weighted assets, no specific link between OpRisk losses
and economic factors is suggested in the stress test documentation, but such docu-
ments do include the more general proposition that fraud may be related to business
cycles and that banks may reduce transaction volume in stressful economic periods,
leading to fewer OpRisk losses. This view is in partial agreement with Chernobai
et al (2011), which determined that “changes in market conditions” are responsible
for only 13% of OpRisk events.

Stress testing in the United States has a similar aim to that in the European
Union and the United Kingdom, and it is governed by the Dodd–Frank Act Stress
Test (DFAST) methodology, which is described as “a forward-looking quantitative
evaluation of the impact of stressful economic and financial market conditions on
firms’ capital” (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 2019). Hypothet-
ical stressful economic conditions are developed by the US Federal Reserve Board
(Fed), and the results are used in the Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review
(CCAR) to evaluate capital adequacy. There are two essential differences between
the approach of the United States and that of the European Union and the United
Kingdom. First, the United States makes explicit use of correlation models (see Sec-
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tion 2.3.4). Second, the stress test model is administered and run by the Fed itself,
using data supplied by regulated firms.

2.2 Existing stress testing approaches

Current approaches to stress testing are not well defined, but they do fit into broad
categories. The categorization presented in Axtria (2014) partitions approaches into
those that are “parameter stressing” and those that are “risk driver stressing”. Parame-
ter stressing involves direct manipulation of the quantity being stressed. In risk driver
stressing, elements that determine the degree of risk are identified and stressed in
order to verify the contingent stress on model parameters.

An alternative classification splits methodologies into those that are “top down”
and those that are “bottom up”. This categorization refers to the role of the regula-
tor, and an explanation may be found in Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(2017). In the top-down approach, the regulator collects data from firms and uses
regulator-developed scenarios and models. Firms may never even know how the reg-
ulator’s stress test was done. In the bottom-up approach, firms run their own models
(possibly using regulator-developed scenarios). Individual approaches may be very
diverse, which is something regulators try to avoid.

The methodological approach of Drehmann (2009) lists four stages: generating
scenarios, developing risk factors, calculating exposures and measuring the resulting
risk. It expresses the general idea that stress tests should stress existing data and
observe the effect of the stress on that data.

An alternative stress testing approach is reverse stress testing. Details may be
found in, for example, Grundke (2011). Instead of applying a calculation method
to data (usually to scenarios) and then calculating the effect on a target metric (in
our case, value-at-risk1), a desired level of stress in the target metric is decided
in advance, and the necessary data transformations to achieve that stress level are
carried out.

2.3 Economic factor correlation

This subsection of the literature review deals specifically with correlation of eco-
nomic factors with OpRisk losses. Very little has been reported since around 2016
(but see Section 2.3.3), and practitioners have had to rely on older studies. The
research presented in this subsection presents findings from typical UK retail banks.
The economic periods before and after the 2007–9 global financial crisis proved to
be very different. Therefore, we consider them separately, starting with the period

1 This should be taken to mean value-at-risk at 99.9%.
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before the crisis. Research has concentrated on severity-related effects (ie, monetary
loss), but in Section 3.6 we also comment on frequency effects.

The Covid-19 pandemic has also had a marked effect on economic conditions, and
its effect on OpRisk has (so far) been unexpected (see Section 4.8).

2.3.1 Older studies: precrisis

Allen and Bali (2007) looked for correlations between cyclical economic factors
(mainly GDP and unemployment) and OpRisk capital for financial institutions,
including banks. They suggested that capital reserves increase with a downturn in
the economy, which is followed by elevated levels of industrial production. Capital
also increases when unemployment rates decrease at the end of an economic boom.
Specifically, Allen and Bali found that, out of 43 economic variables that affect eco-
nomic cycles, only 4 were not significantly correlated with catastrophic risk losses
(characterized as a combination of losses due to market risk, credit risk and OpRisk).
However, they did not use OpRisk data directly, because they considered different
types of financial institution, some of which did not maintain an OpRisk database.
Having removed the effects of market and credit risk using a multivariate regres-
sion on equity returns, they assumed OpRisk losses to a residual. Consequently,
their results are less powerful than they would have been had direct OpRisk data
been available.

2.3.2 Older studies: during and after the crisis

Moosa (2011) assumed that unemployment (measured by data sourced from the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)) is the only relevant economic determinant
of OpRisk losses. This is hard to justify, as he argued that credit card fraud is
more prevalent when consumer spending is strong, that rogue trading (ie, IF) is
more prevalent when financial markets are booming and that legal action due to
employment practices (ie, EPWS) is more likely when the economy is in reces-
sion. Loss events from Fitch and IMF unemployment figures for 1990–2007 were
used, so the data period and source are very different from ours. Moosa specifically
sought relationships between cyclical unemployment figures and OpRisk losses. His
results include plots comparing an unemployment time series with log.loss severity/
and with log.loss frequency/. The peaks and troughs of the plots generally coin-
cide, but significant correlation between OpRisk losses and unemployment was not
demonstrated.

Chernobai et al (2011) examined data from the Algo FIRST database from Algo-
rithmics (Fitch) and expressed a general view that OpRisk events are exacerbated
by lax risk controls. They examined OpRisk frequency correlations with equities,
disposable income, GDP and corporate bond spreads. Significant correlations were
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found between the following pairs: EF and equities; CPBP and equities; CPBP and
disposable income; “others” and equities; and “others” and GDP. All risk events
together were significantly correlated with disposable income, equities and GDP.

Abdymomunov (2014) reported evidence that OpRisk losses are negatively cor-
related with macroeconomic growth for CPBP and EDPM (which comprise 90% of
all losses he considered). He used aggregated data from the United States for the
period 2003–12, and he linked log.GDP/ with OpRisk losses. He found the follow-
ing: total losses are negatively correlated to GDP, but the correlation is statistically
non-significant; CPBP and EDPM are positively correlated with total assets; and EF
and EPWS tail losses are negatively correlated with GDP, and the correlations are
significant. Abdymomunov noted that results were different if data from 2000–2 was
included. It is not clear whether the results of the study were obtained by extracting
components of a multivariate regression or from individual regressions. Abdymo-
munov’s study introduces further variations in data type, period and model, so his
results cannot be generalized.

Cope and coworkers carried out three relevant studies. Cope and Antonini (2008),
which predates the 2008 peak of the global financial crisis, found “little evidence”
of strong correlations between OpRisk losses and economic factors but “slight evi-
dence” of tail dependence for quarterly loss aggregations. Cope and Carrivick (2013)
has particular significance in the context of tail dependence and makes several impor-
tant points. Cope and Carrivick studied the overall effects of the global financial
crisis on OpRisk loss frequency and severity, using the 2002–11 Operational Risk-
data Exchange Association (ORX) data set for North America and Western Europe.
They estimated unrealized losses using a time-dependent survival curve. Their analy-
sis avoided stating any explicit relationship between OpRisk losses and economic
factors. It merely highlighted a change in the pattern of OpRisk losses during and
around a perceived time of economic stress. Effectively, correlations were implied.
Their main findings were as follows.

� There were increases in OpRisk losses during the 2008 crisis period, mostly
for EF and EDPM. Enhanced losses were detected in CPBP but to a limited
extent.

� There was a decrease in IF during the same period relative to the preceding six
years.

� In each risk category considered, there was a notable decline in OpRisk losses
between 2002 and 2011, with an upward jump in 2008. Cope and Carrivick
concluded that, although the effects of an economic shock might be severe, its
effect on OpRisk losses is not persistent.

www.risk.net/journals Journal of Operational Risk
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The final point is important, because it shows that the characteristics of OpRisk data
change with time. Local characteristics predominate. Cope and Carrivick’s study
provides the motivation for our view of stress testing, which is summarized in Box 1.

The third relevant study by Cope and coworkers found correlations in various
contexts, some of which are peripheral to the main thrust of our paper. Cope et al
(2012) considers the effect of changes in GDP per capita and in unemployment on
environmental, legal and regulatory factors. Out of the 22 factors analyzed therein,
only 2 correspond to the economic factors specified by Bank of England (2019b).
Like Cope and Carrivick (2013), Cope et al also used ORX data, and for a similar
period (2002–10). The methodology used was to formulate a multivariate regression
of log.loss/ against a vector of environmental variables (including economic ones)
and also against a vector of idiosyncratic factors. Cope et al stated whether correla-
tions were significant (at the 95% level or higher). The first economic factor, GDP,
had a statistically significant positive correlation with risk classes EF and EPWS,
while for the second economic factor, unemployment, no significant correlation was
found. The wide scope of the data they used makes it difficult to draw any general
conclusions, as the countries concerned have disparate economic climates. It is pos-
sible that the significant correlation with EPWS arose because employment practices
in the countries concerned (such as Brazil) result in greater costs than in the European
Union and the United Kingdom due to litigation and compensation.

2.3.3 More recent research

United Kingdom. The BoE “Financial stability report” publications for 2018, 2019
and 2020 (Bank of England 2018, 2019a, 2020) all gave the same overall view of
the resilience of the UK banking system to stressed economic conditions. A link
between OpRisk losses and economic stress was implied, but correlation was not.
Overall, both Tier 1 capital ratios and leverage ratios for UK banks have increased
since 2017, when they were judged sufficient to cope with severe stress. The implica-
tion for OpRisk capital is that reserves have been increasing and perhaps do not need
to increase further. The impact of economic stress is therefore expected to be mini-
mal. However, there may be a need to increase overall reserves, and an OpRisk cap-
ital calculation can assist that. Two particular types of stress were highlighted: cyber
crime and Brexit. Cyber risk is cited as a key source of nonsystemic risk. A lack of
historical data has forced stress tests to use expert judgment to calibrate scenarios, so
a large element of subjectivity is involved. The BoE has also focused on methods to
minimize the effect of Brexit on disruption to financial services. No adverse conse-
quences for OpRisk due to Brexit were anticipated, as capitalization was considered
to be adequate. These reports, however were released before the 2020 UK–EU trade
deal, which excluded financial services.

Journal of Operational Risk www.risk.net/journals
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European Union. Similar to the BoE in the United Kingdom, the ECB aims to
assess the resilience of EU banks under a common macroeconomic baseline scenario
and a common adverse scenario. The ECB requires estimates of future OpRisk losses
under both scenarios (European Banking Authority 2019), but there is no indication
of how that should be done. The associated details for the adverse scenario indicate
that worsening economic conditions would affect credit and market risks most. There
are hints in the paragraphs on conduct risk in European Banking Authority (2019)
that it would be valuable to consider events as sources of risk stress. Users are simply
directed to use their own methodologies.

United States. Abdymomunov et al (2020) studied correlations between OpRisk
losses of 38 large US banks (with assets of at least US$50 billion) and five US-
relevant macroeconomic factors plus the first principal component of those factors
(termed ME). They reported significant correlations with economic conditions in the
United States, driven by the high frequency and severity of tail events. In particular,
there was a general increase in OpRisk losses when the economy was deteriorat-
ing, but not in benign times. Loss occurrence was associated with market volatility.
Specifically, there was a significant (at least 5%) correlation using the ME economic
indicator with all BCBS risk classes except EPWS and DPA. Stronger correlations
were found if only tail events were considered. Control regressions indicated that
correlations persist over time, contradicting the result of Cope and Carrivick (2013).

There are important differences between the treatments used by Abdymomunov
et al (2020) and ours. These are itemized below, and explain many contradictions in
the respective findings.

� Economic factors are set against log.loss/ rather than loss, which we use. Fur-
ther, for any given risk class, log.loss/ in any time period is standardized
with respect to all losses for that risk class. Therefore, the treatment of loss
is essentially different.

� The results could differ depending on which correlation measure is used.
The precise measure is not stated in Abdymomunov et al (2020). Using
rank correlation (Spearman or Kendall) should preserve the result of the log
transformation, but using product moment (Pearson) correlation will not.

� There is a difference in the risk class mix. CPBP represents nearly 80% of total
severity (50% in our case), and EF and EDPM frequencies are more dominant.

� The date range used was 2000–13 (and thus included the 2007–9 global finan-
cial crisis), whereas our data were mostly post 2013. The analysis in Abdy-
momunov et al (2020) uses the occurrence date for aggregation, but, oddly,
correlations are calculated using the accounting date.

www.risk.net/journals Journal of Operational Risk
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� A different selection of economic indicators was used in Abdymomunov
et al (2020) (appropriate for the US), so the economic–OpRisk comparison
represents an essentially different economy.

� A lower modeling threshold of US$20 000 was used in Abdymomunov et al
(2020), whereas we have used £1000.2 Our reduced threshold admits losses
that may reduce the extent of correlations.

2.3.4 The Fed’s regression model

The degree of detail in the stress testing documentation from the Fed (Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System 2019) is very different to that of their Euro-
pean counterparts. The DFAST specifies details of the loss distribution model to be
used and, significantly, how a regression of OpRisk losses against economic features
should be done.

The first component of the OpRisk loss distribution model is quite standard:
the distribution of a sum of independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables (each representing an individual loss), where the number of random variables
summed is also a random variable (see Klugman et al 2004, Chapter 6).

The second component is a historical simulation model to predict future losses.
The intention is to account for large and infrequent OpRisk losses by projecting
loss frequency and severity separately. Klugman et al (2004) adopted a frequency–
severity combination using either Panjer’s recursion method, fast Fourier transforms
or a numerical function-approximation method. The linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) method is now more common, since it can be applied more generally (at
the expense of taking much more time). The evidence for correlation significance
in the Fed’s documentation appears to come from an early paper (DeFontnouvelle
et al 2006), in which a model based on a logit generalized Pareto distribution was
proposed as a good estimator of loss severity for non-US data. However, reliable and
comprehensive OpRisk data were not available to DeFontnouvelle et al, who instead
used third-party vendor data (from OpRisk Analytics and OpVantage), which were
restricted to losses exceeding US$1 million. The data covered all industries and was
publicly sourced from news reports, court filings and Securities and Exchange Com-
mission filings. The data restrictions and the time period (before the 2007–9 global
financial crisis) cast doubt on the general validity of this correlation.

The third component of the Fed’s model is a linear regression. The explana-
tory variables in this model are a set of macroeconomic features that measure eco-
nomic activity, financial conditions and the interest rate environment. Specifically,

2 This threshold reflects a wish to include classes of losses that are important for retail operations,
such as credit card fraud.
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the following are stated explicitly for OpRisk: the BBB corporate yield, the House
Price Index, the Market Volatility Index, the 10-year Treasury yield and the unem-
ployment rate. Other explanatory variables are specified, but are directed at credit
and market risk. The first principal component of the explanatory variables is calcu-
lated, and a function of that first principal component is used as the regressor. The
regressand is an industry aggregate loss divided by industry aggregate assets in each
quarter (ie, not a bank’s OpRisk losses directly).

The Fed’s approach raises several problems, which will be discussed in Section 6.
For now, it is sufficient to note that the Fed considers that OpRisk losses and eco-
nomic factors can be linked using a linear regression. However, that view is contra-
dicted by Curti et al (2019), who say that banks “have struggled to find meaningful
relationships between operational losses and the macroeconomy”. They reason that
large and infrequent loss events dominate OpRisk exposure, and that data sets are
too often too small. The data stamp attached to such events is also not well defined,
because there can be long delays before an event is even detected or between a detec-
tion date and a date on which a payout is actually made. A potential solution to these
problems is to use financial statement benchmarks (those suggested are total assets,
risk-weighted assets and gross income) as a proxy for losses.

2.3.5 Regression analyses: summary

Our overall conclusion from the summaries in Section 2.3 is that OpRisk loss is event
driven with respect to economic factors and that it is unsafe to rely on correlations.
Our own evidence to that effect will be presented in Section 4. A more in-depth
discussion of the implications follows in Section 6. Such an event-driven relationship
adds impetus to the idea that economic factors could be used to inflate losses. The
strategy to do this will be developed in Section 5.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this section we present the details of our own correlation tests, starting with the
data components used.

3.1 OpRisk data

The data used in this analysis was extracted from the OpRisk database of the UK
retail arm of a multinational bank and covers the period from January 2010 to
June 2020. The bank’s major competitors are rival banks whose branches are estab-
lished in most UK towns and cities. In terms of market capital,3 the bank ranks as

3 This is as recorded on the London Stock Exchange in September 2021. See, for example, www
.londonstockexchange.com/stock/LLOY/lloyds-banking-group-plc/company-page.
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12 P. Mitic

medium-to-large compared with its competitors, and it is therefore representative of
UK retail banking and also of similar banks in mainland Europe.4 The data extrac-
tion was based on the accounting date of risk events, rather than their occurrence or
detection date. The bank’s use of the accounting date in this way is consistent with
its treatment of credit and market risk and has been agreed with the UK regulator.

The period covered by the data includes the first six months of the Covid-19
pandemic in 2020, and the effects of the pandemic are discussed in Section 4.8.
Individual losses were aggregated by day. The seven BCBS risk classes are repre-
sented, including CPBP for completeness, even though CPBP is formally treated in
a different way in the UK stress test.

3.1.1 Tail losses and the 2007–9 global financial crisis

Overall our data set contains no specific links between losses and the 2007–9 crisis.
Other authors, however, have noted that losses due to the 2007–9 global financial
crisis have been recorded in the years following the crisis.

Using ORX data covering North America and Western Europe for the period
2002–11, Cope and Carrivick (2013) observed falling mean losses during the pre-
crisis period of 2002–6, followed by a rise to a peak in 2008–9 and a subsequent
reduction between 2009 and 2011. They noted an increase in precrisis frequency for
EDPM and EF in particular, as well as a decrease in severity for IF and EPWS dur-
ing the crisis period. Thereafter, loss frequency decreased to precrisis levels. Cagan
(2009), Anderson et al (2012) and Jobst (2010) all argued that a failure of operational
control through lax lending strategies and subsequent product monitoring deficien-
cies precipitated the crisis. Cagan noted that US OpRisk losses increased fourfold
between 2007 and 2008. Jobst considered inadequate OpRisk control to amplify sys-
temic risk, and thereby implied that, by having contributed to the financial crisis,
it had the potential to perpetuate it. Hess (2011) linked most financial crisis losses
to the “trading and sales” and “retail brokerage” business lines, which are precisely
those that are most affected by inadequate business controls. Chernobai et al (2011)
gave the specific example of a US$7.2 billion unauthorized trading loss at Société
Générale in 2008, which was attributed to a lack of internal control. Regulation
post 2009 has tightened OpRisk controls, and thereby reduced OpRisk losses, as
evidenced by reduced the frequency and severity of such losses after 2009.

For our data, tail losses are not concentrated in any part of the modeling period and
are unlikely to be attributable to the 2007–9 global financial crisis. During 2011–12
there was an increase in the volume of small to medium-sized losses for IF and EF.

4 The relevant market capitalizations are £24.6 billion for Natwest, £30.8 billion for Lloyds,
£31.2 billion for Barclays, £45.7 billion for Santander, £78.5 billion for HSBC, €5.6 billion for
ABN AMRO, €21.8 billion for Deutsche Bank and €37.7 billion for Crédit Agricole.
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IF and EF volumes were much lower in 2013–15, and rose again in 2016. Although
about half of the larger IF losses have occurrence dates in 2012, almost all of the
larger EF losses have occurrence dates in that year. The largest contribution to the
tail is a payment protection insurance (PPI) provision (risk class: CPBP), which
was established in 2011. CPBP regulatory capital consequently constitutes approxi-
mately 50% of the total capital. Very few small CPBP losses were recorded in 2011–
16, and CPBP volume increased after 2016 as a result of improved data collection
procedures.

In contrast, DPA, EPWS and BDSF represent very small components of the total
capital, with occurrence dates spread throughout the entire data window. There is
a concentration of large EDPM losses detected in 2014. While many EDPM losses
have occurrence dates prior to 2000, their occurrence dates are spread throughout the
entire data window.

Appendix A online gives the descriptive statistics of the data used in this study,
analyzed by BCBS risk class.

3.2 Economic data

The BoE provides historical and projected (up to the year 2042) economic data in
conjunction with documentation in Bank of England (2019b), specifically for use
in stress testing. The BoE view is that sufficient capital reserves should be held to
“withstand extreme market shocks”. The implication is that an economic shock can
result in additional losses for financial institutions. That view is quite plausible for
credit and market risk, but less so for OpRisk. For 2019 the BoE provided two sets
of economic time series: “base scenario” and “annual cyclical scenario”, which we
designate “Base” and “ACS”, respectively. The former gives projected economic data
for mild stress, and the latter represents a more severe stress. Multiple economic
variables are provided, and practitioners are expected to choose the most appropriate
ones.

We have selected variables that are UK-relevant to match our UK OpRisk data:
specifically,

� UK.Real.GDP,

� UK.CPI,

� GBPEUR,

� GBPUSD,

� UK.Unemployment.Rate,

� UK.Corporate.Profits,
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� UK.Household.Income,

� UK.Residential.Property,

� UK.Equity.Prices,

� Bank.Rate,

� Sterling.IG.Corp.Bond.Spread,

� Secured.Lending.Individuals,

� Consumer.Credit.Individuals,

� Oil.Price and

� Volatility.Index.

In addition to the selected economic data, lagged economic data with lags of
three, six, nine and twelve months were considered. The autocorrelations for each
economic factor were significant, so the lagged data were effectively repeats of the
nonlagged data. Therefore, lagged data were omitted from the correlations.

3.3 Implementation

All calculations were done using R software on an i7 Windows processor with 16 GB
random access memory. Particular use was made of the loess package for nonlinear
regressions.

3.4 Correlation details

The purpose of our correlation analyses is not just to establish whether significant
correlations exist, but also to make predictions of OpRisk for the upcoming year.
The BoE data supplied are intended to be used to predict OpRisk losses for the period
from January 2019. Correlations were calculated using the BoE and OpRisk data for
the ten-year period prior to January 2019. The BoE asks for a three-year prediction,
but that is an unreasonably long period given the amount of data available (ten years)
and we also considered that, in principle, it was similarly unreasonable to predict
five years into the future. Therefore, we calculated one-year predictions, which are
presented in Section 4, and we discuss their implications in Section 6.

3.4.1 Autocorrelation

The purpose of an autocorrelation analysis is to justify the use of only nonlagged
economic data. Autocorrelations for each economic factor were tested, using lags of
up to four three-month periods, which is more than sufficient to cover a one-year time
horizon. The maximum significant correlation (at 95%) was noted for each factor.
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3.4.2 Univariate correlation

The data for each BCBS risk class were paired with the data for each economic
factor, and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient was calculated for each pair.
The plot of the loss data against time is clearly nonlinear for all risk classes, so
Pearson correlation is less appropriate than (Spearman or Kendall) rank correlation.
Rank correlation is also less affected by outliers. An authoritative discussion may be
found in DeGroot and Schervish (2012). We note that, informally, regulators agree
with this view.

The statistical model for the linear univariate correlation is given as follows:

Li � Ejk C "ijk; i D 1; : : : ; 9; j D 1; : : : ; J; k D 1; 2; (3.1)

where Li are the OpRisk losses for the seven BCBS risk classes i (augmented by
the aggregates non-CPBP and All), aggregated by quarter, and Ejk are the BoE eco-
nomic factors listed in Section 3.2 for economic scenario k (either Base or ACS).
More generally, selections from these variables, and combinations of them, can be
made. There are J economic variates in all. The "ijk term gives stochastic errors.

It is difficult to suggest a nonlinear data transformation that would be appropriate
for all risk classes. Many authors (see, for example, Abdymomunov 2014; Abdymo-
munov et al 2020; Cope et al 2012; Moosa 2011) have chosen the transformation
Li ! log.Li /. In order to illustrate a simple nonlinear model, we have applied
the same transformation. Many other nonlinear models are possible. In particular,
there are almost countless combinations of the Ejk variables. Our simple univariate
nonlinear correlation model is given as follows:

log.Li / � Ejk C "ijk; i D 1; : : : ; 9; j D 1; : : : ; J; k D 1; 2: (3.2)

For linear regressions, the null hypothesis for the theoretical Spearman correla-
tion coefficient � is � D 0 and the alternative hypothesis is � ¤ 0. For n ranks,
the significance of a calculated correlation coefficient r is assessed using a Fisher
transformation:

z D
n � 3

2
ln
�
r C 1

r � 1

�
� N.0; 1/:

Alternatively, a t -test with n � 2 degrees of freedom can be used:

t D

ˇ̌̌̌
r

r
n � 2

1 � r2

ˇ̌̌̌
:

3.4.3 Multivariate correlation

In contrast to using a single economic factor, subsets or combinations of the eco-
nomic factors can be used. The following equation is a base linear multivariate
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statistical model that uses all the economic factors:

Li �

JX
jD1

Ejk C "ijk; i D 1; : : : ; 9; j D 1; : : : ; J; k D 1; 2: (3.3)

For each risk class i , a multivariate correlation coefficientLi can be extracted. Sig-
nificance (and hence a p-value) can be assessed using an F -test with J � 1 model
degrees of freedom and N � J error degrees of freedom, where N is the number
of observations (ie, quarters in this analysis).5 The null hypothesis for the coeffi-
cients ǰk corresponding to the terms Ejk is ǰk ¤ ǰ 0k , j ¤ j 0. The alternative
hypothesis is ǰk D 0 for at least one j .

3.4.4 Multivariate regression and prediction

The multivariate regressions measure the response of the loss data regressand to
the economic regressors. Effectively they are a combination of responses to each
individual regressor, assessed either linearly or nonlinearly. The predictions are all
based on multivariate analysis but the same type of calculation can be applied to any
combination of regressors.

Two multivariate regression approaches were used to assess the effect of all the
economic factors on a single risk class. Both use the locally estimated scatterplot
smoothing (LOESS) method, and they can be used to approximate a linear regression
by choosing a suitable LOESS “span” parameter, s. LOESS is a useful method if no
suitable nonlinear relationship can be found for any particular risk class. The symbol
L.s/ denotes the LOESS fit process with span s.

The statistical model for the nonlinear regressions is given as follows:

L D L.s/.Li � Ejk/; i D 1; : : : ; 9; j D 1; : : : ; 15; k D 1; 2;

Ri D

s�
1 �

Lr
iP
.Li /

�
;

QLi D RiL
p
i ; (3.4)

with the final prediction being a mean of the individual predictors, weighted by the
sum of the pseudo-R2 statistics:

OLi D
QLiP
.Ri /

: (3.5)

5 See, for example, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression analysis (accessed June 8, 2022).
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The calculation is complicated by the lack of a formal R2 statistic for empirical
regression processes (see Hu et al 2006). A broad equivalent, pseudo-R2, has to be
defined. We used the Cox and Snell (1989) version here. The LOESS predictor and
residuals for Li are denoted by Lp

i and Lr
i , respectively. Both are properties of L.s/.

The variable QLi is a scaled loss derived from Li , as defined in (3.4).
Using LOESS presents problems in assessing goodness-of-fit. Jacoby (2000) rec-

ommends using the properties of residuals. Specifically, if we use the LOESS pre-
dictors for losses Li and OLi , i D 1; : : : ; n; and we denote the number of degrees of
freedom of the LOESS fit by dL, then the statistic

F D

� Pn
iD1L

2
iPn

iD1 .Li � OLi /
2
� 1

��
n � dL

dL � 1

�
has an F.n � dL; dL � 1/ distribution. Significance can therefore be assessed using
percentage points on the appropriate F -distribution. The value of dL is not straight-
forward. It should correspond approximately to the degree of a potential polynomial
fit to the data. We used the number of regressors in all cases, since the fitted LOESS
profiles are nonsmooth. Again, see Jacoby (2000) for a full discussion on this point.
For consistency, the linear fit is quantified in the same way.

3.5 Frequency correlation

Frequency correlations were calculated using only the linear univariate and multi-
variate methods, since frequency is considered less important than severity from an
accounting viewpoint. The statistical models are the same as those detailed in (3.1)
and (3.3). The results are presented in Section 4.6.

3.6 Correlation persistence

The conclusion from the literature review in Section 2.3 was that, if correlations
between economic factors and OpRisk losses exist, they do not persist. To test this
with our historical data, a sequence of five-year rolling windows were set up, and cor-
relations were tested on each. Correlations of both loss severity and frequency were
tested against the economic factors. With 15 historical economic factors (identical
for the Base and ACS cases) and 23 five-year windows, a total of 345 correlations
were possible per risk class. Only the All risk class was used, in order to reflect the
most general results.

3.7 Inappropriate correlations

Many correlation results in the context of OpRisk can be explained by an analysis
of trending time series. To illustrate this point, we measured the correlation of our
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TABLE 1 Autocorrelation extent.

Significant
three-month

periods‚ …„ ƒ
Economic factor Base ACS

UK.Real.GDP 10 10
UK.CPI 8 8
UK.Unemployment.Rate 10 6
UK.Corporate.Profits 10 9
UK.Household.Income 9 9
UK.Residential.Property 10 9
UK.Equity.Prices 8 4
Bank.Rate 12 4
Sterling.IG.Corp.Bond.Spread 4 3
Secured.Lending.Individuals 10 6
Consumer.Credit.Individuals 9 7
Oil.Price 7 7
Volatility.Index 4 3
GBPEUR 5 4
GBPUSD 8 6

The two right-hand columns show the maximum number of three-month periods for which autocorrelation is
significant at 95% for the corresponding economic factor in the left-hand column.

OpRisk data with all 71 commodities listed in the World Bank commodity database.6

The commodities listed there include, for example, crude oil, natural gas, coffee,
meat, cocoa and groundnuts. None have a clear economic link to OpRisk, which is
why an analysis of the World Bank data is so insightful. The results are given in
Section 4.9.

4 RESULTS

In this section we report the results of correlations and regressions applied to loss
data together with the Base and ACS economic scenario data.

4.1 Autocorrelations

Table 1 shows the number of significant (at 95%) autocorrelations for each economic
regressor for both the Base and the ACS data. In all cases for the Base data, there are

6 World Bank “Monthly Prices” monthly commodities markets data 2020. URL: www.worldbank
.org/en/research/commodity-markets (accessed June 8, 2022).
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TABLE 2 Univariate correlations: identical linear and nonlinear cases.

Number of
correlations

Significance ‚ …„ ƒ
level Base ACS

Not significant 59 64
5–10% 10 5
1–5% 15 14
Less than 1% 21 22

no more than four significant autocorrelations (representing four three-month peri-
ods). For ACS data, only one economic factor has less than four significant autocor-
relations. Therefore, we were able to omit lagged data, as the lagged data effectively
reiterate the nonlagged data.

4.2 Univariate severity correlation results

Using rank correlation preserves the result of correlations after applying a nonlinear
transformation. There is therefore only one set of results for the univariate linear case
(loss) and the univariate nonlinear case (log.loss/). Table 2 summarizes the results
of the (Spearman) severity correlation for each of the 15 economic factors with each
of the seven risk classes. The total number of significant correlations at 1%, 5%
and 10% were noted, as were non-significant correlations. Most correlations are not
significant. Correlations at 1% and 5% are clustered in risk classes IF, EF and EPWS.
There are fewer significant correlations for EPWS when using ACS data. Further, if
losses from all risk classes are aggregated, there are no significant correlations with
any economic factor, which is surprising given the IF, EF and EPWS results.

Appendix B online contains more precise details of the correlations summarized in
Table 2. There are separate tables in that appendix for the Base scenario and the ACS.

4.3 Multivariate linear severity correlation results

Table 3 shows the results of using all economic variables as regressors, with OpRisk
losses as the regressand. Equation (3.3) is the relevant statistical model. The sig-
nificant correlations for IF and EF agree with the equivalent nonlinear regression
significances in Table 4. There are differences for other risk classes.

4.4 Multivariate regressions and predictions

In principle, multivariate regressions and projections should provide a more com-
prehensive view of the relationship between a set of losses and all economic factors
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TABLE 3 Multivariate linear correlations.

Base ACS
Risk ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
class R-value p-value R-value p-value

IF 0.880 0.000��� 0.833 0.001���

EF 0.837 0.001��� 0.807 0.004���

EPWS 0.571 0.630 0.568 0.643
CPBP 0.574 0.617 0.545 0.731
DPA 0.584 0.576 0.587 0.565
BDSF 0.664 0.236 0.748 0.038��

EDPM 0.682 0.173 0.593 0.536
Non-CPBP 0.597 0.517 0.558 0.682
All 0.587 0.563 0.553 0.704

���1% significance. ��5% significance.

than univariate methods would. It should be noted that both sets of economic data
are highly correlated. The correlations can thus bias economic–OpRisk correlation
results. This problem is addressed in Section 4.5. Using all the economic features
can be insightful because, in some cases, including the variables that (because they
are significantly correlated with others) are nearly redundant can overemphasize their
contribution. In the simpler case, more highly significant levels of economic–OpRisk
correlations might be expected.

Prior to giving specific one-year projected losses, we illustrate general points
regarding the linear and nonlinear multivariate regressions with particular examples.
Figure 1 compares linear and nonlinear projections for IF using the Base economic
scenario, which is intended to model continuation of current economic conditions.
The dashed vertical lines in Figure 1 indicate the historic–projection data boundary:
historical data are shown to the left of the line and projections appear to the right.

In the nonlinear case, predictions were made using LOESS estimation, which pro-
vides sufficient sensitivity to local variation in the data profile, as well as a degree
of smoothing. LOESS is able to accommodate any data profile and is distribution-
free. Consequently, the need to find a nonlinear fit that is appropriate to all risk class
profiles is eliminated. Additionally, LOESS lag is much less than that for moving
average smoothing methods, and LOESS has a convenient built-in implementation
in R. Cubic splines would achieve the same effect, but they are less flexible in model-
ing profiles with a high degree of curvature. The degree of smoothing is governed by
a LOESS span parameter, which was set to 2

3
in all cases. That value is a compromise

between preserving the profile of the original loss data and not being overinfluenced
by outliers. Figure 1 illustrates the following general characteristics.
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FIGURE 1 Contrasting Base (a) linear and (b) nonlinear projections for IF.
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FIGURE 2 Contrasting ACS (a) linear and (b) nonlinear projections for EF.
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� The nonlinear regression profile introduces a greater degree of smoothing
than the linear regression profile. This is unsurprising given that LOESS is
primarily a smoothing technique.

� Within the period covered by historical data, the 95% confidence bounds in
both cases indicate negative predicted losses.

� In the projected data period (to the right of the vertical dashed lines), the confi-
dence bounds diverge. Therefore, uncertainty in the projection increases with
increasing time.

� The linear regression profile is much more sensitive to outliers than the
nonlinear case.
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TABLE 4 Regression significance of the Base and ACS economic scenarios.

Base p-values and trends ACS p-values and trends
Risk ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
class Linear Nonlinear Linear Nonlinear

IF (�) 0��� (�) 0.0889� (�) 0.0011��� (�) 0.1946
EF (�) 0.0009��� (�) 0��� (�) 0.0043��� (�) 0���

EPWS (�) 0.6298 (�) 0.2766 (�) 0.6435 (�) 0.3294
CPBP (�) 0.6174 (�) 0.9388 (�) 0.7307 (�) 0.9668
DPA (�) 0.5759 (�) 0.7831 (�) 0.5646 (�) 0.7957
BDSF (C) 0.2363 (C) 0.5963 (C) 0.0377�� (C) 0.3916
EDPM (0) 0.1730 (�) 0.1031 (0) 0.5358 (�) 0.0982�

Non-CPBP (�) 0.5172 (�) 0.7516 (�) 0.6824 (�) 0.8247
All (�) 0.5629 (�) 0.6783 (�) 0.7042 (�) 0.7604

���1% significance. ��5% significance. �10% significance. Trends are indicated by C (positive), � (negative) and
0 (near zero).

The ACS economic scenario is intended to model stressed economic circum-
stances. Figure 2 shows a typical result. In the nonlinear case the span parameter
was also set to 2

3
. The following general points should be noted.

� The linear projection (to the right of the dashed vertical line in Figure 2(a))
is downward-trending and projects a negative loss after one year. Such a
projection is unreasonable for a stressed scenario.

� The confidence bounds in the linear projection splay rapidly, indicating a great
deal of uncertainty in the projection.

� The projections in the two cases are contradictory, downward-trending in the
linear case and approximately constant in the nonlinear case. Both are surpris-
ing given that toward the end of the historical data period (immediately to the
left of the dashed vertical lines) there appears to be an uptrend in losses.

Tables 4 and 5 show summary results for the p-values and projections. Detailed
results may be found in Appendix B online.

Table 4 shows the significance levels (p-values) of the linear and nonlinear data
fits for the Base and ACS economic cases. The table points to an overall relation-
ship between regressors and the regressand in each case. Significant correlations
are indicated for IF and EF. However, these have to be seen in the context of both
the resulting projections and the model parameters used to produce them (see Sec-
tion 4.5.1). There are contradictions in the IF and EF cases between the linear and
nonlinear models.
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TABLE 5 Base one-year projections, upper confidence bounds and lower confidence
bounds.

Linear (% changes) Nonlinear (% changes)
Risk ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
class Projection Upper Lower Projection Upper Lower

IF �39 533 �613 �22 208 �252
EF 157 254 60 22 59 �14
EPWS �164 388 �716 �19 114 �153
CPBP 54 661 �552 �38 182 �260
DPA 127 648 �393 �30 168 �228
BDSF 294 592 �4 46 133 �40
EDPM �278 �55 �501 �23 37 �83
Non-CPBP 11 444 �422 �33 130 �196
All 2 437 �432 �32 125 �190

Entries are expressed as percentage changes relative to the mean value of historical losses for the most recent
five years.

Most trends are negative (shown by (�) in Table 4). That is curious because it
implies that OpRisk losses decrease in stressed economic circumstances. A plausible
reason is reduced financial activity. Given any particular risk class apart from EDPM,
the trend is independent of the economic data and of the regression model. For
EDPM, the trend is marginally positive when using linear regression and marginally
negative when using nonlinear regression.

Table 5 shows one-year projections under the Base economic scenario. The entries
are expressed as percentage changes relative to the mean value of historical losses
for the most recent five years. That five-year period provides a reasonable view of
the ambient level of the most recent historical losses. The large percentage changes
noted are not consistent with a scenario that should not reflect any significant eco-
nomic stress. The same applies for negative projections. Rather, they are due to data
volatility and the characteristics of the regression models. In general, the nonlinear
model induces lower deviations from the ambient levels.

Table 6 shows the corresponding one-year projections under the ACS economic
scenario. Large percentage changes in the linear projections are very much exag-
gerated compared with the Base scenario, although the same exaggeration is not so
apparent for the nonlinear projections. Negative projections are not consistent with
retaining more capital in preparation for economic hardship. In the context of the
Covid-19 pandemic, there is some evidence of a downturn in activity, leading to
reduced OpRisk losses (see Section 4.8). Such a downturn would not be consistent
with retaining more capital in stressed times; although, in that case, reducing capital
on the basis of a prediction would be unwise.
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TABLE 6 ACS one-year projections, upper confidence bounds and lower confidence
bounds.

Linear (% changes) Nonlinear (% changes)
Risk ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
class Projection Upper Lower Projection Upper Lower

IF 65 3532 �3400 201 396 6
EF �127 415 �670 26 53 0
EPWS 161 3031 �2708 14 155 �126
CPBP �1432 1789 �4655 10 235 �214
DPA �982 1709 �3675 �23 169 �215
BDSF �889 483 �2263 34 127 �59
EDPM 855 2126 �415 �34 22 �91
Non-CPBP �910 1414 �3234 2 166 �161
All �900 1418 �3220 7 169 �153

Entries are expressed as percentage changes relative to the mean value of historical losses for the most recent five
years.

FIGURE 3 Heat map representation of economic correlations: (a) ACS and (b) Base.
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4.5 Multivariate regressions from non-significantly correlated
economic features

Correlations between the economic variables pose problems for determining eco-
nomic–OpRisk correlations since they can overemphasize the contribution from cer-
tain variables. The heat maps in Figure 3 show that such correlations are extensive.
The dark shaded cells in both parts of the figure represent pairs of economic fac-
tors for which the correlations are highly significant. The light shaded cells represent
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TABLE 7 Regression significance of the Base and ACS economic scenarios using three
non-significantly correlated economic components.

Base p-values: T1 Base p-values: T2 ACS p-values: T1
Risk ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
class Linear Nonlinear Linear Nonlinear Linear Nonlinear

IF 0.002��� 0��� 0.952 0��� 0.001��� 0���

EF 0.085� 0��� 0.04�� 0��� 0.002��� 0���

EPWS 0.138 0��� 0.741 0��� 0.099� 0���

CPBP 0.645 0.002��� 0.119 0.002��� 0.781 0.005���

DPA 0.266 0.001��� 0.631 0.001��� 0.176 0.001���

BDSF 0.011�� 0��� 0.045�� 0��� 0.044�� 0���

EDPM 0.089� 0��� 0.138 0��� 0.538 0���

Non-CPBP 0.566 0��� 0.083� 0��� 0.846 0.001���

All 0.595 0��� 0.073� 0��� 0.714 0���

���1% significance. ��5% significance. �10% significance.

pairs of economic factors with non-significant correlations, and there are very few of
them. We therefore seek to reduce correlations among the economic variables to a
non-significant level by selecting a suitable subset.

Three methods were used to generate an appropriate subset of the economic vari-
ables. The first method was to (manually) identify groups of economic features
with non-significant correlations. In the Base case a few pairs of features with
non-significant correlations were apparent, but only two triples:

T1 D .GBPEUR;Volatility.Index;Oil.Price/;

T2 D .GBPEUR;Volatility.Index;Secured.Lending.Individuals/:

In the ACS case the only triple was T1. No subsets with more than three ele-
ments were found. The second method was the principal components method of
Abdymomunov et al (2020), with the difference that the principal components
that explained the bulk of the variance (in this case, 95%) were used, as well
as only the first principal component. In both the Base and the ACS cases, four
principal components were extracted, and those sets are denoted by PCA in this
subsection. The third method follows that of Chernobai et al (2011). It is based
on the idea of “internal control weaknesses” (ICWs), which in our case are eco-
nomic features that could affect OpRisk losses. We have selected Volatility.Index,
UK.Residential.Property and UK.Real.GDP, linked to CPBP, EDPM and EPWS,
together with Sterling.IG.Corp.Bond.Spread, linked to IF and EF. These broadly
mirror the ones used in Abdymomunov et al (2020). We refer to this as the ICW
model.
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TABLE 8 Regression significance of the Base and ACS economic scenarios using four
PCA components.

Base p-values ACS p-values
Risk ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
class Linear Nonlinear Linear Nonlinear

IF 0.007��� 0��� 0.009��� 0���

EF 0.008��� 0��� 0.002��� 0���

EPWS 0.341 0.001��� 0.331 0.001���

CPBP 0.436 0.064� 0.841 0.038���

DPA 0.669 0.002��� 0.359 0.001���

BDSF 0.154 0.005��� 0.085� 0.006���

EDPM 0.159 0��� 0.219 0���

Non-CPBP 0.336 0.011�� 0.828 0.005���

All 0.301 0.007��� 0.759 0.004���

���1% significance. ��5% significance. �10% significance.

Tables 7–9 show a marked distinction between the correlations for the linear and
nonlinear multivariate regressions. The linear correlations are similar to those derived
using all of the economic factors, whereas the nonlinear correlations for risk classes
other than fraud are highly significant. Table 7 shows results for the linear and non-
linear “triple” models T1 and T2. The linear model results are all broadly similar to
the results obtained using all economic features (Table 4): the most apparent corre-
lations are for IF and EF. In contrast to Table 4, all other BCBS risk classes show
significant correlations when using the nonlinear model.

Table 8 shows the equivalent results for the PCA model (ie, the model with four
principal components). The patterns observed for the T1 and T2 models are also
apparent in the PCA model.

Table 9 shows the results for the ICW model suggested by Chernobai et al
(2011). The results are similar to those from the T1, T2 and PCA models. The sim-
ilarity is surprising, since some of the economic features that constitute the ICW
model are significantly correlated. An example is the pair .UK.Residential.Property;
UK.Real.GDP/, for which the correlation coefficients are 0.958 and 0.946 for Base
and ACS, respectively.

In an additional configuration, Abdymomunov et al (2020) also calculate princi-
pal components for their choice of economic factors, and they use only the first as
a regressor. We have done the same, and the results vary depending on the model
adopted. Abdymomunov et al (2020) record significant correlations for IF (���),
EDPM (���), EF (��), CPBP (��) and BDSF (��). The asterisks have the same
meaning as in the tables.
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TABLE 9 Regression significance of the Base and ACS economic scenarios using four
PCA components.

Base p-values ACS p-values
Risk ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
class Linear Nonlinear Linear Nonlinear

IF 0��� 0��� 0��� 0���

EF 0.003��� 0��� 0��� 0���

EPWS 0.423 0.001��� 0.431 0.001���

CPBP 0.238 0.001��� 0.877 0.05�

DPA 0.714 0.001��� 0.823 0.005���

BDSF 0.037�� 0.01��� 0.018�� 0.001���

EDPM 0.733 0��� 0.629 0���

Non-CPBP 0.189 0��� 0.91 0.008���

All 0.203 0��� 0.882 0.006���

���1% significance. ��5% significance. �10% significance.

The differences in results revealed by the models in this section indicate that
factors other than correlations between economic factors are at play.

4.5.1 The effect of model parameters

Several points emerged from the preparation of Table 4 and of plots such as those in
Figures 1 and 2.

� The LOESS F -test parameter (dL in Section 3.4.4) is very influential in deter-
mining the correlation significance in the nonlinear multivariate regressions. It
should be set to reflect the number of parameters needed to define the charac-
teristics of the curve fitted. That is not possible for a nonparametric fit such as
LOESS. An alternative characterization is to consider the number of turning
points on the fitted curve, which is also difficult for LOESS. The choice of
the number of economic factors is a reasonable approximation. Increasing dL

decreases the F -value and increases significance levels.

� More significant correlations can be generated by decreasing the LOESS span
parameter. A value near zero implies a near-to-exact fit with emphasis on out-
liers, at the expense of smoothing. The value used ( 2

3
) was a compromise

between smoothing and reflecting the profile of the data.

� The linear and nonlinear models do not always agree on key decision points.
Table 4, for example, shows disagreements on significance and trend.

� Negative confidence bounds indicate excessive uncertainty in the fits where
they occur.
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With a suitable choice of regression model, manipulation of model parameters
can cause the significance of some results to be reversed. Particular examples are IF,
EPWS and EDPM, which appear to be significant if unsuitable parameter values are
set.

4.6 Frequency correlation results

A noticeable different between linear severity and frequency correlations is apparent.
Multivariate results in the latter case are shown in Table 10. Significant frequency
correlations are much more numerous, although it is curious that the pattern is dif-
ferent in the ACS case. The explanation lies in risk management. Risk mitigation
and data collection methods improved greatly between 2012 and 2020, such that loss
frequency decreased over this period. When such a trending series is matched with
another trending series (including many of the BoE economic series), significant
correlations are expected.

Table 11 summarizes the corresponding univariate frequency correlations. Again,
there are many more univariate correlations in the case of frequency than in the
case of severity (compare with Table 2). In both the Base and the ACS cases, most
significant correlations appear in risk classes other than CPBP and DPA. They persist
in the All aggregated risk class, but not in non-CPBP. The reasons given above apply
in these cases too.

4.7 Persistence results

With the All risk class, the results in Table 12 were obtained. The table shows
a striking distinction between correlation persistence for loss severity and for
loss frequency.

Only a small percentage of severity correlations persist over the historical data
period, whereas a high percentage of frequency correlations do. Correlations there-
fore depend heavily on the time period selected. There was no discernible pattern for
the distribution of correlations among the economic factors. Many of the historical
economic time series show a marked trend with respect to time, as do the aggregated
loss frequency time series. In contrast, the aggregated severity-based time series do
not. The results obtained can be explained by noting that associating two trending
series inevitably results in a significant correlation.

4.8 The effect of Covid-19

The BCBS issued further guidance on measuring the resilience of the banking sys-
tem to economic shocks, largely in response to the Covid-19 pandemic (Coelho
and Prenio 2020). While the general measures proposed (robust risk management,
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TABLE 10 Multivariate linear frequency correlations.

Base ACS
Risk ‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
class R-value p-value R-value p-value

IF 0.8768 0.0001��� 0.8325 0.0011���

EF 0.8304 0.0013��� 0.8068 0.0043���

EPWS 0.7588 0.0269�� 0.568 0.6435
CPBP 0.816 0.0027�� 0.5454 0.7307
DPA 0.7262 0.0678� 0.5866 0.5646
BDSF 0.866 0.0001��� 0.7478 0.0377��

EDPM 0.7268 0.0668� 0.5931 0.5358
Non-CPBP 0.8992 0��� 0.5583 0.6824
All 0.8291 0.0014��� 0.5526 0.7042

���1% significance. ��5% significance. �10% significance.

TABLE 11 Univariate linear frequency correlations.

Number of
correlations

Significance ‚ …„ ƒ
level (%) Base ACS

Not significant 31 40
5–10 5 6
1–5 5 5
< 1 64 54

TABLE 12 Base one-year projections, upper confidence bounds and lower confidence
bounds.

Significance
level (%) Severity Frequency

<90 89 31.6
90 8.1 7.5
95 2.6 11.6
99 0.3 49.3

Entries are expressed as percentage changes relative to the mean value of historical losses for the most recent five
years.

anticipation of the capital requirement, vulnerability assessment, etc) are sensible,
the guidance remains notable in that it continues to not say how capital should be
calculated.
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Although the Covid-19 pandemic represents a very severe economic downturn,
indications at the time of writing are that it will not inflate OpRisk losses. Risk.net
(2020) reported on ORX data for the first half of 2020, showing that total OpRisk
losses for financial firms had halved year-on-year (US$14.28 billion in 2019 and
US$7.93 billion in 2020). Loss frequency also decreased year-on-year, by 35%.
Notably, EF (mainly phishing) accounted for 55% of the total severity, but with
reduced frequency. The most likely explanation for such a marked reduction in total
OpRisk losses (in terms of both severity and frequency) is reduced transactional
activity.

Aon (2020) provided a forecast for the total effect of the pandemic on 2020
OpRisk losses. Aon reported a significant correlation (with significance greater
than 99%) between OpRisk losses greater than £1 million and the Chicago Board
Options Exchange’s Volatility Index (VIX), using a linear regression model. The
intuition supporting this connection is that the volatility of financial markets tends
to react rapidly in the event of crises. A doubling of OpRisk losses was predicted
for 2020 – an implausible forecast, when viewed in light of observations for the
first half of 2020. Given that these observations instead suggested a likely halv-
ing of OpRisk losses, this is another instance of the dangers of forecasting using
regression.

Informally, for the data used in this study we noticed slight increases in EF due
to scams and in CPBP due to customer complaints that internet banking has failed.
There were EDPM costs due to additional provisions for working from home and
BDSF costs due to additional protection measures. The result was a 25% increase
in BDSF regulatory capital and little change in the regulatory capital for other risk
classes. Total regulatory capital fell marginally when compared with pre-Covid-19
levels. That result was somewhat surprising, and it can be attributed to reduced eco-
nomic activity. Overall, the main impact of Covid-19 was on credit risk, through
impaired loans. These observations are consistent with those of KPMG (2020).
KPMG noted that 28% (ie, a minority) of financial institutions experienced an
increase in OpRisk frequency. Only 15% reported an increase in severity. More
recently, the European Banking Authority issued guidance on specific Covid-19
items that should be included in OpRisk losses (European Banking Authority 2020).
They recommended amortization of some provisions.

ORX data for 2021 did not differ significantly from previous years, indicating
no large increases in Covid-19-related operational risk costs. We have noted two
small increases in regulatory capital. The first was for EPWS, due to installation of
protective screens in bank branches. The second was for BDSF, mainly because of
staff shortages. The main impact of Covid-19 was on credit risk, where provisions
for deferred loans had to be made.
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TABLE 13 Commodity–operational risk correlations: percentages observed at the
significance levels indicated.

Significance % of significant
level (%) correlations

<90 63.6
90 12.7
95 12.5
99 11.3

4.9 Inappropriate correlations results

The World Bank commodity database includes, for example, crude oil, bananas, sil-
ver, coffee, meat, cocoa and groundnuts. None have a clear economic link to OpRisk.
Pairing each of the 71 commodities in the database with each of the seven BCBS risk
classes listed in Section 1.3 resulted in 497 combinations to test. Risk classes All and
non-CPBP were excluded so as to avoid double-counting. The results are shown in
Table 13.

With a random choice of regressors, the expected figures at the significance levels
indicated in Table 13 would be 84%, 10%, 5% and 1%. The variety and number
of commodities in these lists suggests that there might be some sort of underlying
factor, as yet unknown, that results in the correlations observed. Possibly there is
a climatic reason. However, the observed results can more easily be explained by
noting the following two points.

First, some commodity series show a trend. They would be expected to be sig-
nificantly correlated with operational loss frequency, but not necessarily with sever-
ity, since loss frequency shows a trend but loss severity does not. IF, for example,
shows a significant (at 99%) trend over time. Notably, 39 out of 71 commodities are
correlated at 95% or more with IF, including bananas, rubber and tobacco.

Second, the BDSF series has a marked data concentration of low-value losses.
This concentration can influence regressions considerably. BDSF is significantly
correlated at 95% or more with 28 out of 71 commodities (notably phosphate and
Colombo tea). No significant (at 90% or more) correlations were found for risk
classes All or non-CPBP. Correlations are time-dependent, and differences were
noted for 2019. Figure 4 shows a pair of regressions that illustrate the above points.

Significant correlations also result from pairing the IF data with any random time
series that shows a significant trend. If the trend is removed, significant correlations
disappear. This random-data test is an excellent illustration of the point that sensible
regressors should be used, not just in the context of financial risk but also in any
context.
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FIGURE 4 Examples of loss–commodity significant correlation types.
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4.10 Further issues in OpRisk correlation

Grimwade (2018) has noted qualitatively that OpRisk losses can be correlated with
market and credit risks. In turn, market and credit risks are much more affected by
economic shocks, since they typically relate to the provision of products and services
to clients in exchange for fees. Consequently, clients are then exposed to market and
credit risks, which can result in financial loss. If there is any conduct or technical
issue with those goods and services, CPBP and/or EDPM losses may increase. Fraud
(IF and EF) is harder to explain. It may be loosely related to the business cycle.
Anecdotally, fraud for some banks reduced during the 2007–9 financial crisis and
increased marginally in 2020 during the Covid-19 pandemic. An analysis of causal
effects linking economic factors and OpRisk losses is given in Grimwade (2020),
although there is no formal correlation analysis.

Risk classes DPA and BDSF appear to be largely unaffected by economic cycles
or shocks. Those risk classes are mainly driven by local events (accidents, power
failure, etc).

5 A PROPOSAL FOR AN ALTERNATIVE STRESSED CAPITAL
CALCULATION

In this section we summarize a way to make stress test predictions that is not depen-
dent on correlations but is dependent on economic data. Specifically, the stress test is
consistent with movements in economic time series. The idea is to compare predicted
regulatory capital in stressed and unstressed conditions. This proposal is described
in detail in Mitic (2021), where it is called the forward stress framework (FSF)
method. Its premise is that financial institutions should accumulate capital in times
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of economic stress (and really, also in benign economic times) in order to prepare for
unexpected losses. The implication is that it is reasonable to assume that economic
conditions affect OpRisk, even if correlations are not apparent. The idea that capital
should be used for any pressing purpose, even if it was not originally intended for
that purpose (eg, capital that is nominally for OpRisk could be used to offset credit
losses), is perhaps controversial. Credit losses are likely to be particularly significant
as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.

The FSF method works by tracking movements in economic factors as time
advances, and it calculates an increase in capital accordingly. The movements in
economic factors work in the following way. If Si;t is the value of economic factor i
at time t , a risk factor

�i;t D 1C
Si;t � Si;t�1

Si;t�1

can be calculated. A total risk factor �t then follows as a product of N such risk
factors: �t D �1;t ��2;t �� � ���N;t . In practice, an upper bound on �i;t is necessary
to prevent its value from “exploding”. Mitic (2021) suggests an upper limit of 3, and
that any such boundary should be subject to the discretion of the practitioner. The
BoE economic data indicate that the individual contributions �i;t , i D 1; : : : ; N , are
actually much smaller. The values of �t are then used in the algorithm below.

The principal part of the calculation is a sequence of iterative operations, divided
into two steps. First, let the interval .t; t C l/ define a window of length l quarters
starting at time t . The first window covers the period .0; l/, and the window advances
sequentially by one quarter at a time until, finally, no more historical data were avail-
able. In each of these windows a distribution can be fitted. A sequence of distribution
parameters for windows 1; 2; 3; : : : is therefore built using historical data, and those
parameters are then used to calculate capital for each window of length l . Using dis-
tribution parameters in this way allows the simulation of future distributions with
associated capital calculations.

Second, the windows of length l advance into the future, and appropriate distri-
bution parameters are estimated. Capital can be calculated and stressed using those
parameters. Suppose that there are t historical windows, and that we want to project
losses T 0 periods into the future. It is assumed that future estimates of economic fac-
tors are available, if needed. The sequence below gives some details on this second
step.

STEP 1 (Using historical data only.) For times t from 1 to T � l C 1,

(a) using data for times t to t C l � 1, calculate distribution parameters pt .
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STEP 2 (Using historical and simulated data.) For times t from T � l C 2 to T C
T 0 � l C 1,

(a) use all prior distribution parameters to estimate distribution parameters ptC1

for the last period t C l � 1 in the window;

(b) at time t C l � 1 draw a random sample, LtC1, equal in size to the number of
losses in the prior period t � 1, using ptC1 (these are the unstressed losses);

(c) apply stress to the sampled losses using �t , giving stressed lossesLtC1, where
L0tC1 D LtC1�t ;

(d) calculate capitals for the period t to t C l � 1 for both L0tC1 and LtC1.

The final results are the estimated stressed capitals for periods T C 1 to T C T 0.
Figure 5 shows the capital amounts for a sequence of successive five-year windows
using historical data (step 1 above), along with predictions and confidence bounds
(of one standard deviation) for the next five windows (step 2). The plots indicate the
level of capital that should be set under the economic conditions specified. The Base
and ACS economic scenarios are shown (losses L0tC1), along with the “no stress”
scenario (losses LtC1).

The plots show that both scenarios have little initial effect on the “no stress” pro-
jection. The Base scenario steadily shows increased capital relative to “no stress”
as time advances. The ACS has a much greater effect than the Base scenario after
the first year. Thereafter, the ACS effect becomes increasingly pronounced. Interest-
ingly, the ACS predicts reduced capital in the first year. The confidence bounds are
wide, but they can be used to vary the degree of capital held. For example, if it is felt
that more capital should be retained, the upper bound could be used to calculate it.

This method is very flexible because any appropriate data series can be used to cal-
culate stress factors. These can range from data that target particular risks (eg, cyber
crime) to user-defined scenarios. Stress factors that target particular losses (eg, the
largest ones) can be defined. The method also supports stresses to loss frequency as
well as to loss severity.

6 DISCUSSION

The need for banks to acquire adequate reserves to be resilient to economic stress
is clear. Indeed, it is a regulatory requirement. We have proposed in this paper
that financial (principally market and credit) risk is affected by economic stress
much more than nonfinancial (specifically operational) risk. Further, we suggest
that it nevertheless makes prudential sense to also boost OpRisk reserves in times
of stress. However, doing so by using regressions and correlations should take into
consideration local conditions. The reasons are summarized below.
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FIGURE 5 FSF method: five-year historical capitals, and future projections with confi-
dence bounds (of one standard deviation) for five quarters (enlarged in part (b)).
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(1) There is a lack of statistically significant correlations, and where they do occur,
they may not persist with time.

(2) Considerable model risk is induced by the statistical methods used in cor-
relation and regression analyses. We have highlighted particular dependen-
cies on the linearity of the model used, and on the use of a nonparametric
model (LOESS) to avoid dependence on any particular nonlinear relationship.
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Within any given model, parameter selection can influence results greatly.
LOESS analyses are vulnerable to the span parameter. In addition, if single
economic factors are paired with single risk classes, correlation results can be
contradictory.

(3) Predictions indicating lower or even negative capital reserves show that regres-
sions should not be used as predictors. This is particularly true if predictions
long into the future are needed. Use of a de minimis prediction is a possibility,
although what that value should be is unclear.

(4) Wide error bands for predictions show that those predictions are not reliable.

(5) Any factor (economic or otherwise) that is chosen to be associated with
OpRisk should be appropriate. The danger of choosing an inappropriate factor
is well illustrated by an association with a trending random data series (men-
tioned in Section 3.7). Any conclusion derived from such an association would
be false.

A major consequence of this summary is that the US CCAR stress test process,
which relies on the existence of correlations (see Section 2.3.4), may not be applica-
ble to other contexts. If correlations are missing or weak, an alternative must be
found. Possibly, a proxy could be used to calculate a missing correlation. In an
alternative approach, data accumulated nationally could be used to allocate capital
requirements to individual banks, provided that the allocation respects the individual
risk profiles of those banks. In that way it would provide an incentive for banks to
mitigate risk.

The results of the predictions in Sections 4.2 and 4.4 show that making predic-
tions for more than one year ahead is unreliable. In particular, the error margins for
univariate predictions diverge rapidly over time. Predictions are ultimately based on
regressions, which can be calculated for any data set without necessarily considering
any significance calculation for the data. Given the volatility of OpRisk data, predic-
tions too far into the future (ie, more than one year) should not be made, despite the
BoE’s directive to do so.

Using economic data as regressors also has its problems, as highlighted in Sec-
tion 4.9. Regressors have to be chosen carefully, preferably with a causal basis.
Choosing irrelevant regressors is easy to do, but the outcome depends on whether the
time series used express trends. It is possible that some causal factor could be found
to link changes in commodity prices with OpRisk losses, although it seems unlikely.
Certainly, using random data exposes the weakness of reliance on regressions alone.

With the premise that it makes sense for banks to retain more capital in stressed
economic times, we argue that it need not be calculated using correlations between
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OpRisk and economic factors. Work on an alternative was introduced in Section 5.
The principle is to mirror changes in economic conditions with corresponding
changes in OpRisk capital in a statistically sound way. The main advantage of the
proposed method is that it does not rely on correlations but still acknowledges that
OpRisk capital should be inflated as a prudential measure in stressed economic times.
It does so by mirroring the degree of economic stress. In principle, the question
“What conditions affect OpRisk losses?” should be examined in detail. If a causal
pathway linking factors such as economic conditions to OpRisk losses could be
found, the case for assessing OpRisk stress on the basis of those factors would be
strengthened considerably.

Finally, we summarize the main factors that can affect correlation analyses:

� geographical location;

� the size and type of the financial institution analyzed;

� the period covered by the data;

� data transformations and selection methods for economic factors;

� the statistical model used; and

� data preparation, including date selection (accounting, occurrence or discov-
ery), aggregations, cleaning and collection thresholds.
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